
UNITED STATES GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFfcE 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20548 

ENERGY AND MINERALS 
RELEASED 

DtVIS.ON 

The Honorable Morris K. Udall 
Chairman, Committee on Interior 

and Insular Affairs 
House of Representatives 

The Honorable Manuel Lujan, Jr. 
Ranking Minority Member 
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs 
House of Representatives 

Subject: Response to Questions Raised Concerning TMI-2 
Cleanup Schedule and Cost (GAO/EMD-82-90) 

This is the second of two reports you requested in your 
March 8, 1982, joint letter which asked for (1) an update on 
our January 15, 1982, report entitled "Impact of Federal R&D 

.Funding on Three Mile Island Cleanup Costs" (EMD-82-28) and 
(2) answers to new questions raised in response to events that 
have transpired since then. This report responds to the fol- 
lowing questions raised in your March 8 letter (see enc. I): 

--Has the Three Mile Island unit two (TMI-2) cleanup 
schedule slipped beyond 1987 and, if so, what specific 
tasks are being delayed and how will the costs change? 

--What is the current cost estimate for repairing TMI-1 
steam generators, and what funds are available to the 
General Public Utilities Corporation (GPU) for this 
purpose? 

--To what extent have funds originally intended for TMI-2 
been allocated to TMI-1 steam generator work? 

--What is the amount of the GPU's long-term debt that will 
come due between November 1982 and May 1983, and will 
GPU encounter difficulty in meeting these obligations? 

--What is GAO's current assessment of the $760-million 
TMI-2 cleanup cost estimate? 
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To answer these questions, we interviewed officials from GFU, 
the Kuclear Regulatory Commission (KRC), and the Cepartment of 
Energy (CCE), and obtained and analyzed (1) planning and cost 
documentation for both TMI-1 and TMI-2 projects, (2) GE-U annual 
reports, (3) statistical summaries, (4) GPU electric rate filings, 
and (5) public utility commission rate orders. Fje also reviewed 
congressional testimony offered by officials representing banks 
lending money to GPU and by investment analysts representing 
several firms. Ke reviewed the progress of the current cleanup 
effort, noting the rescheduled and/or revised work tasks, and 
estimated the probable effect of these delays/revisions and 
other related factors on total cleanup costs. This review was 
performed in accordance with GAC's current "Standards for Audit 
of Governmental Crganization, Programs, Activities, and Func- 
tions." 

The information obtained from the above sources in reSFOnd- 
ing to your specific questions is given below. 

CURRENT PROJECTEC STATUS 
CF TlvI-2 CLEAWF EFFCR'I 

GPU has prepared several estimates of the cost and com- 
pletion date for cleaning up the damage suffered at TPJI-2 in 
1979. Each study h.as taken into consideration the most current 
information available at the time the estim)ate was made and 
each in turn has generally escalated both cost and time elements 
of the project. 

The most recent estimate available was completed in July 
1981. This schedule reflected the progress and experience 
gained over the prior 18 months of activity. It also recog- 
nized that succeeding events would necessitate new planning 
activities as new options are developed or as previously rec- 
ognized options are foreclosed. In the July estimate, how- 
ever, GPU projected that the cleanup cost for TKI-2, including 
costs for operations and maintenance (C&M), would total over 
$1 billion and could be essentially completed by the end of 
1986, with some small amount of administrative cost wrap-up 
needed in 1987. The ability to meet that schedule was based 
on having sufficient financing to meet the following estimated 
costs (in year-of-expenditure dollars). 

1983 1984 1986 1987 

---------------------- ----(millions)------------------------- 

$134.9 $196.8 $151.8 $167.9 $104.6 $3.2 

Expenditures for TI?I-2 in 1982 are expected to be about $70 
million ($60 million from GPU's budget plus $10 million from I>CE's 
research and development (R&C) funds), or little more than one-half 
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of the estimated amount needed this year to meet the projected 
completion schedule. According to a GPU official, some of the 
work tasks originally scheduled for 1982 had to be slipped to 
1983 because of this funding constraint. The official stated, 
however, that such slippages may not necessarily extend the 
cleanup time beyond 1987, and that if additional funding is 
obtained later in 1982, the rescheduled work activities can 
be picked up and any slippages can be minimized. 

However, we believe it unlikely that additional funds will 
be made available to GPU during the remainder of 1982. Antici- 
pated ratepayer contributions are currently tied to the restart 
of TMI-1 (an event that has been delayed from early 1982 until 
sometime in 1983), and it is questionable whether the terms for 
ratepayer contributions will be changed prior to year-end. The 
$32.million annual contribution from the utility industry could 
be given voluntarily. But the industry has requested a con- 
gressional mandate, and it is questionable that such action will 
be taken this calendar year. Furthermore, our discussions on 
the TMI-2 cleanup budget with GPU headquarters staff raised the 
possibility that if no additional funds are made available to 
GPU for cleanup activities, 1983 expenditures may have to be 
cut below the 1982 $70-million level--possibly to about $50 
million. 

About $40 million is expected to be available from insurance 
proceeds at the end of 1982. With no outside funding other than 
DOE's research and development efforts, GPU expects to use only 
about one-half of the remaining insurance money in 1983 to supple- 
ment the $20 million of internally generated funds it has been 
allocating each year for TMI-2. This reflects GPU's policy of 
stretching the insurance money out as long as possible so that 
it will have cash resources available to fund emergency expendi- 
tures if needed. 

GPU estimates that about $30 million is needed annually 
to maintain the unit in a safe condition. A reduction in expend- 
itures to $50 million would mean that about 60 percent of the 
available funds would have to be used to maintain the unit, with 
only about 40 percent of it going to fund direct cleanup activities. 
If such funding reductions do become necessary, we believe that 
it will require a major reassessment of cleanup estimates and 
that cleanup completion dates will have to extend beyond 1987. 
GPU is currently reevaluating its July 1981 estimates, given 
the changed circumstances since that time. The ongoing study 
is not expected to be completed until late 1982, however. 

According to a GPU official, the following major work tasks 
originally planned to start in 1982 have been delayed until 1983: 
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--Gross decontamination of the reactor vessel work area 
in the containment building. 

--Start construction of containment recovery service build- 
ing. 

--Start construction of personnel access facility. 

--Construct Frocessed water storage system (i.e., Fermanent 
FlUmbing/pump to re-use filtered water from the contain- 
ment building). 

--Complete reactor vessel mockup. 

These work tasks are designated as Frerequisites to con- 
ducting major work in the reactor area. This means that the 
current estimated completion date for TKI-2 cleanu& depends 
on these tasks being coal;leted as scheduled. As indicated 
earlier, some of the delay could be Compensated for with 
additional funds in 1982 and adequate funding levels in 1983 
and subsequent years. 

Estimating the additional cost that is likely to result 
from delaying the start of certain work tasks is difficult 
because of the interrelated nature of much of the cleanup 
activity. Furthermore, some pojects, such as the reactor 
Vessel mOCkUP;, will be started if COE Frovides some initial 
funding for engineerins work, but the scheduled completion 
date will not be met. Cur analysis of the current budget, 
however, shows that the estimated 1982 direct costs for the 
five work tasks that have been rescheduled are about $17.5 
mill. ion. On a Froportional share basis, support costs for 
these items could add an additional $12.8 million, for a 
total cost of about $30.2 Irillion. If we use GPU's 9-Fercent 
annual escalation rate, the rescheduling of this estimated 
$30 million of work tasks to 1983 could increase total costs 
by another $2.7 million. 

ESTIMATEC COST AND 
SOURCE CF FUNCING FCR TEE 
TMI-1 STEAM GENERATOR REPAIR 

The TPI-1 nuclear unit that has been closed down since 
February 1979 was expected to resume sower FrOdUCtiOn in early 
1982. After a lengthy upgrading Frocess, system tests of the 
unit were started in September 1981. Further low-Fressure 
tests were being made in late November 1981, when leakage of 
radioactive water through the steam generator tubes was de- 
tected. Cver the next several months, sophisticated tests 
were conducted on all 31,000 tubes in the two steaal generators 
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to determine the location and extent of the leakage problem. 
GPU initially estimated that between 8,000 to 10,000 tubes would 
require some repair work to make the unit operable. Following 
additional testing, however, GPU engineers decided that the 
damage was extensive enough to require repairs to most of the 
31,000 tubes as a precautionary measure against further leaks. 
About 500-700 tubes will be permanently plugged and made non- 
usable because of more extensive damage. 

The current estimated cost for the repair work is $30 
million. GPU expects to obtain these funds by re-directing 
the TMI-1 restart activities to free up money for the steam 
generator repairs. Prior to the steam generator problem, GPU's 
1982 budget for TMI-1 was set at $93.6 million--$53.6 million 
for O&M and $40 million for capital costs. The current forecast 
is now $99.4 million, including the additional $30 million for 
steam generator repair. GPU provided the initial $5.8-million 
increase to the nuclear budget from non-nuclear funds. TMI-l's 
O&M budget has been reduced by $9.2 million and non-restart- 
related capital additions amounting to $15 million have been 
delayed to provide the additional repair funds. The budget 
addition resulted from a general "belt-tightening" at all three 
operating companies. The reallocation of resources at TMI-1 
results from redirected restart activities and cost savings 
from restrictions on (1) hiring, (2) overtime, (3) purchases 
of materials and supplies, (4) professional services and outside 
contractors, and (5) employee travel and expense. If the repair 
costs exceed the budget estimate, additional funds from non-TMI-1 
activities may have to be re-directed into the TMI-1 budget to 
meet scheduled completion dates. 

The realignment of the TMI-1 restart activities will delay 
the completion of the remaining restart modifications. As of 
June 30, 1982, 21 of the 111 modifications were still in process. 
The pace of work is being slowed down so that the completion date 
will more nearly coincide with the estimated date for completing 
the steam generator tube repairs --currently estimated to be the 
end of September or early October 1982. 

IMPACT OF DECREASED TMI-2 BUDGET 
ON AVAILABILITY OF FUNDS FOR TMI-1 

The reduction in GPU's 1982 TMI-2 cleanup budget to $60 
million (initially set at $65.8 million) has had minimal impact 
on increasing the availability of funds needed to pay for the 
steam generator tube repairs. 

In early 1982, when it became apparent that TMI-1 costs would 
escalate and restart could be delayed to the end of the year, GPU 
reduced the TMI-2 budget by $5.8 million. About $1.8 million of 
this reduction was expected to result from greater efficiencies 
in certain cleanup activities included in the TMI-2 budget, with 
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the remaining $4-million reduction applied to non-plant-specific 
costs that are allocated across all activities. No budget 
reductions were imposed on Bechtel engineering activities that 
are directly related to cleanup activities. 

The budget reduction served primarily to decrease the esti- 
mated insurance drawdown for 1982. GPU's experience with in- 
surance-related cleanup costs shows that for every dollar spent 
on cleanup, only about 70 cents is actually reimbursed by the 
insurance carriers as a covered expense. Consequently, the 
decision to reduce the TMI-2 cleanup budget by $5.8 million 
resulted in reducing insurance drawdowns by about $4 million 
and reducing the need for internally generated funds by about 
$1.8 million. Presumably, this $1.8 million could be applied 
toward TMI-1 repair costs if GPU elected to use it for that 
purpose. 

GPU FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS THAT 
CAN AFFECT ITS FUTURE VIABILITY 

As of May 1982, GPU and two of its operating companies-- 
Metropolitan Edison (Met Ed) and Jersey Central Power & Light 
Company-- were obligated to pay off about $104 million in short- 
term borrowings by December 31, 1982, under the terms of their 
Revolving Credit Agreement (RCA) with 45 banks. Met Ed and 
Jersey Central also have $85 million of First Mortgage Bond 
issues coming due by April 1, 1983. The two companies have 
an additional $6.9 million due for sinking fund payments during 
the same time period. 

It now appears that Met Ed and possibly Jersey Central will 
be able to pay off their RCA borrowings from internally generated 
funds, but the long-term debt retirement will require additional 
bank borrowings in 1983. 
be able to pay off its 

It is unlikely, however, that GPU wilfl 
RCA obligation by December 31, 1982. 

it cannot meet its commitment, GPU will have to negotiate a new 
agreement with the member banks to avoid defaulting on its 
current loan balance. 

Short-term borrowing repayments 

On October 1, 1981, GPU signed a new revolving credit agree- 
ment with the 45 member banks supporting the prior RCA. The 
original RCA had been negotiated with the banks shortly after 
the TMI-2 accident in March 1979. It was to provide short-term 
credit for working capital and a financial bridge to a more 
permanent solution to funding cleanup and other costs. RCA es- 
tablished an overall credit limit of $412 million with individual 
company sublimits. RCA expired on September 30, 1981. 

The banks negotiated the present agreement although they 
viewed GPU's financial condition with serious concern. Because 
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the banks saw GPU as credit worthy only through 1982--absent 
significant changes for the better --GPU's credit limit was 
reduced to $200 million, with amounts over $150 million avail- 
able only on a vote of the banks. The agreement expires on 
December 31, 1982, at which time all borrowings are to be fully 
repaid. 

As of May 1, 1982, the RCA balances outstanding were as 
follows: 

Balance 

(million) 

GPU $ 66 

Met Ed 23 

Penelec 0 

Jersey Central 

Total $104 

The favorable Pennsylvania Public utility Commission (PaPUC) 
rate order in January 1982 for Met Ed provides sufficient cash 
resources to the company so that it can repay all of its short-term 
borrowings by December 31, 1982, as required. Jersey Central's 
ability to meet its RCA obligations by year-end depends on the 
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities' (NJBPU's) decision to grant 
the company's requested rate increase. GPU is dependent on divi- 
dend payments from the operating companies to meet its RCA obliga- 
tions, and sufficient dividends will not be collected by year-end 
to meet its bank payment. In its original 1982 budget proposal, 
GPU expected that TMI-1 would return to service and be included 
in base rates by April 1982, thus allowing the Pennsylvania Elec- 
tric Company (Penelec) and Jersey Central to pay dividends during 
the year. Based on this assumption, GPU expected to have its 
short-term debt reduced to about $5 million by December 31, 1982. 
The delayed TMI-I restart reduced the expected dividend receipts, 
and GPU will probably end this year still owing about $43 million 
to the RCA banks. Consequently, it will have to request the bank 
to allow continued amortization of this outstanding debt into 1983. 

Long-term debt retirement 
commitment 

Between November 1, 1982, and April 1, 1983, Met Ed has a 
$50-million First Mortgage Bond issue maturing, and Jersey Central 
has a similar $35-million bond issue coming due. According to 
GPU's cash flow analyses for 1982-83, Met Ed expects to have only 
about $40 million available by February 1983 to retire the $50 
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million of maturing bonds. The company, therefore, will need at 
least $10 million in short-term borrowings to fully retire the 
bond issue by April 1, 1983. 

Even under a favorable NJBPU rate order, Jersey Central's 
cash flow projection through March 1983 requires continued access 
to borrowed funds. The company expects to have the RCA paid off 
by December 31, 1982, but will almost immediately have to arrange 
external financing for its $35-million bond retirement due in 
March 1983. GPU is currently reviewing the credit markets to 
assess the feasibility of refinancing the maturing bond issue. 
If this refinancing is not available, cash for this maturing 
debt will have to be provided from short-term bank borrowings. 

Met Ed's and Jersey Central's need for access to short-term 
financing to meet their bond retirement obligations in 1983 will 
require a new credit agreement with the banks for 1983. GPU 
officials believe, however, that all 1983 borrowings would be 
liquidated by year-end. 

Other financial commitments 

In addition to the RCA and bond retirement commitments, the 
three operating companies will need $112 million in April and May 
1983 to pay their State taxes. Of the three companies, only 
Penelec is expected to have sufficient internally generated funds 
to meet the tax payment. Because both Met Ed and Jersey Central 
will likely need short-term borrowings to meet their bond retire- 
ment obligations, the State tax commitment will increase the 
amount needed even further. 

Availability of continued 
short-term funds 

The continued availability of short-term borrowings into 1983 
is still speculative. GPU will probably be the only System entity 
that will not be able to meet the RCA liquidation requirement by 
December 31, 1982. Met Ed and Jersey Central, however, will need 
to resume their short-term borrowings in early 1983. The continued 
willingness of the lending banks to provide short-term loans after 
December 1982 will only be demonstrated when they are officially 
approached by GPU later this year. 

In testimony presented to your subcommittee on April 27, 1982, 
two representatives of the agent banks for the RCA member-banks 
painted a rather pessimistic outlook for GPU's financial future. 
The bank representatives pointed out that GPU (1) was an enormous 
capital risk, (2) has no access to the capital markets, and (3) 
cannot continue in business for long with continued negative net 
income. 
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While recognizing PaPuC's efforts in its current rate orders 
to pass the cleanup cost to the taxpayer, the banks see no effort 
being made to rebuild the earnings power of the companies--a vital 
step in restoring financial health. In summary, the bank repre- 
sentatives stated they find it difficult to see how they can 
prudently lend money to the GPU System in 1983 without significant 
progress in the very near future in two areas--TMI-2 cleanup 
financing and substantial rate relief. 

ADEQUACY OF AUGUST 1981 
CLEANUP COST ESTIMATE 

GPU's 1981 estimate of the total cost to clean up TMI-2 was 
$1.034 billion. This total was based on the $214 million spent in 
1979 and 1980, the estimated 1981 cost of $60 million, and a re- 
maining cost of $760 million for the 1982-87 time period. This $760- 
million estimate was used by Pennsylvania's Governor Thornburgh in 
his July 1981 proposal that the remaining cleanup costs be shared by 
Federal and State governments, the utility industry, and by GPU and 
its ratepayers. 

We now believe that if adequate financial resources can be 
provided to GPU so that required cleanup operations can proceed with 
minimal delays, the cleanup could be completed for less than the 
$760 million. If funding uncertainties continue to persist, how- 
ever, and money is not available when needed, cleanup activ.ities 
will have to be delayed even further, and that could escalate costs 
beyond the current $760-million projection. 

Basis for possible 
reduced cleanup costs 

In our August 26, 1981, report *'Greater Commitment Needed to 
Solve Continuing Problems at Three Mile Island" fEMD-81-106), 
we stated that given the data and experience gained at the time 
the estimate was made, it probably represented a reasonable 
expectation of what the total costs would likely be. We also 
pointed out, however, that the relatively unknown effects of 
the accident on the nuclear reactor's internal components and 
the uncertainties surrounding the need for and costs of certain 
cleanup activities could substantially change the final cost. 
In our January 15, 1982, report "Impact of Federal R&D Funding 
on Three Mile Island Cleanup Costs" (EMD-82-28), for example, 
we reported that GPU's budgeted costs for decontaminating the 
water in the reactor containment building was reduced by nearly 
$15 million as a result of some limited R&D work by DOE. 

As the cleanup work continues, even at a reduced funding 
level, additional data obtained and experience gained provide a 
basis for further cost analyses. As previously indicated, GPU 
recognizes the need for updating its cost estimates and expects 
to have a revised work schedule and cost estimate by late 1982 
for future budget purposes. 
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In response to your concern about the adequacy of the cur- 
rent $760-million estimate, we analyzed the present and projected 
financial resources and cleanup activities (1982-87) in relation 
to the work schedule and costs contained in GPU's 1981 estimate. 
Our analysis indicated that the total remaining cleanup cost for 
1982087--including O&M costs-- could be as much as $113 million less 
than the previous estimate of $760 million. This possible reduc- 
tion, however, is based on the following critical assumptions 
which, though optimistic, are possible. 

--Beginning in 1983, sufficient funds will be available to 
meet each year's projected budget needs. 

--Work tasks not funded in 1982 will only slip 1 year and 
will be funded at the same level when rescheduled. 

--Escalation costs will not exceed the 9 percent used in the 
1981 budget estimate. 

--Core access and removal and containment decontamination 
costs will not exceed current budget levels. 

--GPU-identified cost reductions due to cancellations or 
reduced work scope will occur. 

--Administrative support and O&M cost reductions achieved 
in 1982 can be continued. 

The possible reduced costs indicated by our estimated cost analysis 
are shown in enclosure II. 

Factors that can affect estimated cost 

It is important to recognize that the validity of any cost 
estimate depends on the reasonableness of the underlying assump- 
tions. In a project as large and complex as the TMI-2 cleanup, 
estimated costs can vary significantly as work scope and sched- 
uling changes occur due to the lack of necessary financing or 
to unforeseen circumstances. Consequently, if our assumptions 
do not hold, then our estimate will vary accordingly. 

ments 
It is also important to note that relatively few cost ele- 

account for a large portion of the total cleanup cost. 
Total direct cleanup costs, for example, are estimated in the 
1981 budget projection at about $293 million. Of this total, 
two items alone, decontamination of the containment building 
and recovery maintenance and systems layup costs, account for 
about 38 percent. Significant changes in these two items 
can thus cause marked increases or decreases in the total cost. 
Further, a large part of these costs are scheduled to occur 
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during the 1984-86 period, and any chances, either in amount 
or timing of the expenditures, will be heavily influenced by 
the cost escalation factor. 

The estimated escalation factor for the 1962-87 period pres- 
ently amounts to about $209 million, or about 28 percent of the 
estimated cost of nearly $760 million during that time FeriOd. 
That estimate was based on the assumption that sufficient money 
would be available in each year of the cleanup effort to fund 
the scheduled work tasks. To illustrate the effect of slipping 
the cleanup schedule 1 year because the necessary funds in 
the year of need are not available, we recomputed the escalation 
factor given that 

--1982 expenditures will be $70 million; 

--1983 eXFenditUreS will be reduced to $50 million ($20 
million in insurance money, $20 million from GPU sources, 
and $10 million from DCE’s R&G effort); and 

--for the period 1984-87, the following contributions JJ to 
the cleanup will be available: 

Calendar Year 
$984 lS85 1986 1987 

-----------(millions)---------- 

Funding source 

Insurance $ 20.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0 $ 0.0 

GFU/ratepayers 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 

DCE R&D 15.0 15.0 3.0 0.0 

Penn. & N.J. 7.5 7.5 7.5 7.5 

Industry 23.4 27.4 29.7 30.5 

Total $115.9 $99.9 $90.2 $88.0 - - 

The escalation effect of not having funds available until 1984, 
thereby requiring the work to slip another year, amounts to an 
additional $75 million by the end of 1987. 

JJContributions are projected to come from parties identified in 
Pennsylvania Governor Thornburgh’s proposal of July 9, 1981, 
for sharing TMI-2 cleanup costs. 
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Significance of having 
cleanup funds when needed 

Interestingly, even if the estimated cleanup costs were 
reduced by $113 million, the current funding proposal does 
not quite provide a sufficient cash flow for GPU to meet the 
planned work task schedules. The following schedule shows 
GPU's 1982 planned, and the 1983-87 GPU budget adjusted for 
the $113 million reduction indicated by our analysis, as com- 
pared to the potential funding from sources proposed in the 
Thornburgh plan. 

Calendar Year 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 Total. - - - - 

(millions) 

Budget needs $70.0 $125.9 $167.5 $139.2 $117.4 $25.4 $ 0.0 $645.4 

AlTKmnt 
available 70.0 125.9 109.9 97.2 91.0 88.9 38.9 621.8 - - - - 

Deficiency $00.0 Goo.0 ($57.6) ($42.0) ($26.4) $63.5 $38.9 ($23.6) - Z 

Although it may appear that a $24-million deficit would not 
be difficult to overcome, two important factors need to be kept 
in mind in evaluating the effects of the suggested insufficient 
cleanup funding in the year of need: 

--As funding deficiencies occur each year, unfunded work 
tasks will likely be carried forward to the succeeding 
year--but at an escalated rate that adds an incremental 
amount to the deficiency. 

--Under the assumed funding scenario, the cleanup tasks 
could probably not be completed before 1989. Neither 
GPU's budget estimate nor the reduced budget resulting 
from our analysis includes C&N and administrative support 
costs beyond 1986. Any major cleanup tasks remaining 
after that date would undoubtedly require some level 
of support costs in succeeding years, and this would 
add an additional amount to the cleanup total. 
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The estimated effects of considering the above two factors 
on the cleanup schedule and costs are as follows: 

1983 1984 
Calendar Year 

1 985 1986 1987 1988 1989 - - - 

(millions) - 

Est. budget 
needs $125.9 $167.5 $139.2 $117.4 d/S 45.4 a/$ 20.0 a/$ 20.0 

Carryover 
(escalated) 0.0 0.0 62.8 114.2 153.2 119.6 109.8 

Annual needs 125.9 167.5 202.0 231.6 198.6 139.6 129.8 

munt 
available 125.9 109.9 97.2 91.0 88.9 38.9 (bl P - - - 

Deficiency $ 00.0 $57.6 $104.8 $109.7 $100.7 (cl E $140*6 ___ ~ = 

a/$20 million per year for Administrative Support and C&M expenses. 

b/Current funding proposal only planned for 6 years. 

c/Amount not ascertainable. 

It is apparent, therefore, that the current estimated 
funding levels over the proposed time period are not sufficient 
to complete the cleanup, even under the reduced cost estimates 
in our analysis. If the TMI-2 cleanup objectives are to be 
achieved within a reasonable time period and cost, it will be 
necessary to both increase the level of funds available to GPU 
and to make them available at the appropriate time. 

AGENCY COMMENTS 

We provided a draft copy of the report to GPU for review. 
GPU did not provide formal written comments but informally pro- 
vided suggested changes to some of the data in the draft. We 
have made these changes as deemed appropriate. ~ 

GPU does not agree with our assessment that the cleanup 
could be completed for substantially less than the current 
$760 million estimate. While they agree with about $28 million 
of our line item adjustments, GPU officials disagree with our 
major reductions in base O&M expenses and in recovery system 
maintenance costs (RRS-1 schedule line 76 in enclosure II). 
These two adjustments in our estimate accounted for about $66 
million of the $113.8 million decrease, and GPU considers that 
amount as necessary funding to complete the cleanup. Adding 
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this amount back into the cost estimate would increase the esca- 
lation factor from a GAO-determined $185.4 million to $203.4 
million, or only a $5.9-million net reduction in GPU's 1981 
estimate for cost escalation. 

GPU bases its determination of required O&M costs on its 
analysis of total O&M costs expected to be incurred during 1982. 
This includes its base O&M and recovery system maintenance costs 
as well as O&M expenses that are included as part of the total 
cost for specific line item work tasks. The budgeted amount 
for 1982 is $20.564 million, and GPU carried this same annual 
amount for the projected 6-year cleanup period. The net result 
is projected O&M costs totalling $123.4 million, or a $5-million 
reduction in the current budget estimate of $128.4 million. 

We do not have sufficient details of GPU's O&M budget 
amount for 1982 to comment on its validity, but we do question 
GPU's assumption that O&M costs in each of the succeeding 5 
years of cleanup will equate to the level of 1982 expenditures. 
We noted, for example, that $10.5 million was originally budgeted 
for recovery system maintenance in 1982, but this was reduced 
to $2.1 million in the revised 1982 budget. Similar high levels 
of expenditures in the same cost category are presently budgeted 
for later years without much evidence of need. In a similar 
manner, base O&M is presently budgeted at $15 million per year, 
but the 1982 revised budget shows base O&M costs at $10.9 million. 
Consequently, while we accept the fact that our estimate will 
vary from actual expenditures incurred as cleanup operations 
continue, we believe that given the data available to us and 
the assumptions used, the total remaining cleanup cost estimate 
of $760 million is overstated. 

As arranged with your office, unless you publicly announce 
its contents earlier, we plan no further distribution of this 
report until 30 days from the date of the report. At that time, 
we will send copies to DOE, NRC, interested congressional committees, 
and others upon request. 
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- ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

COMMII-I-EE ON LNTERIOR ANi) INSULAR AFFAIRS 
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

LEE MC ELVAIN 
GENERAL COUNSk% 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515 TIMOTHY W. GLlOOtM 
REPlll%.*tAN CCUNSEL 

March 8, 1982 

Mr. Charles Barsher 
stroller General of theunited states 
General Accountig Office 
441 G Street, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

DearMr. Bowsher: 

Weunderstandthat GXI investigations performed subsequenttoymr 
Jarmary 10, 1982 report to the Interior Cmmittee entitled “Impact of 
Federal R&D Funding on Three Mile Island Cleanup Costs" indicate the 
need for significant changes in the findings and conclusions of that 
report. 

As youknow, the GAD auditcrswho prepared thatreport (-82-28) under- 
standablycouldnottake irkoaccountthreemajoreventswhichSearon 
the answers to the questions raised in our Octobw 29, 1981 letter re- 
questing that you investigate thismatter. Thosemajor evexits were: 
(1) theJanua.ry 7,1982 decisionby theUnitedStates Court of Appeals 
requiring themclear Regulatory Cmmission to prepare anenvirormwtal 
assessment regarding the effects of the propxedrestartof PULT-ion the 
psychological health of neighboring residents and on the well-keing of ; 
the surrounding cczmtmities (People A gainst Nuclear nzrgy v. u.s* NRC 
No. 81-l131U.S. Ct. ms. D-C., (Jan. 7, 1982)); (2) the order adopted 
on January 8, 1982 by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Comnission allowing 
MetpopolitanEdison~yandPeMsylvaniaElectricc3ampany~~to 
recover frcxnratepayers funds tobe qpliedto the cleanupof TMI-2, and 
accelerate the depreciation of that facili'cy; and, (3) the-- announcement 
on January 25, 1982 by weral Public Utility Corporation that a serious 
ammsionpmblemhadbeendiscavered in the TMIUnitlsteamgenerators. 

LnZigMofthesedevelopnents,~requestthatyoup~euswi,tha 
statement of how the findings andccnclusions of yaurJamzq10, 1982 
reprt have beenmdified, aswellas youroverallvikwof the cuxrent 
status of the m-2 cleanup schedule and the availability of funds to 
cIzazry-outtkis effort. We understand that you have this informtion in 
hand,andcanprovideittouswitfiina~;~herebyr~~tthat 
you do so. 
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EtiCLCSURE II EKLCSURE II 

RRS-I 
schedule 
l.ine 

5 

7, 9, 10 

12, 14 

17 

34 

40 

41, 42 
48 

9 .  49 

71 

74 8,020 -3,010 

76 

Eng./tech 
services 

Rad. control 

Ee al Ih 
Fhysics 

Ease C&M 

ITgt. ,'Adm .in. 

Escalation- 

Total- 

SCEECCLE CF GAC ACJDSTHEWTS 
TG CPU'S I!!f-2 CLEABUP EmGET 

GPU GAG 
budget revision 
1982-87 1982-87 Explanatory rexarks 

-- ($ in 000’s) -- 
$2,880 

9,200. 

$+1,780 

-1,778 

6,360 

-0 - 

+ 612 

+ 962 

100 

5,760 

6,080 
8,880 

870 

10,670 

+ 30 

-5,760 

-6,080 
+ 170 

+ 12 

- 300 

50,080 -39,957 

65,284 + 4,269 

49,626 - 3,978 

5,870 - 760 

75,000 -26,076 

79,683‘ -10,dlO 

209,325 

$759,222 

-23rS05 

$413,779 

~,'S;Itmerged Cemineralizer Eystarr-. 

17 

Frojected over6xpnd- 
iture in 1982 

Guestionatle whether 
Frojected 1982 carry- 
over is needed 

Frojected overexpnd- 
iture in 1982 

P;o containment entry 
budget for 1982 (Gro- 
jetted actual costs) 

Frojected overexFend- 
iture in 1982 

Expenditure uncertain, 
Ray not be justified 

Work tasks cancelled 
Expenditures in 1982 

not budgeted 
Fropsed overexpndi- . 

ture in 1982 
Reflects 2CS s:/ savings-- 

Fer GAC reFort (EN- 
8202e) 

Reflects SLS savings 
per GAG reprt (EML- 
82-28) 

Fro&osed exFenditur@ 
level not suFForted 

Fr,ojected overexgendi- 
tare in 1982 ' 

Ko carryover of re- 
duced 1982 exgeng- 
itures 

Reduced 1982 ex&endi- 
tures 

Fro~osed expenditure 
level nut suF:jiorted 

10% reduction, due to 
increased efficienq 

(Total Eevised Cost = 
$645,443) 
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